
CRUISE TO
SATURN

The 2nd largest 
planet!!!
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Saturn’s name comes from 
the Roman god of 
agriculture.

The Italian astronomer 
Galileo in 1610 was the first 
to observe Saturn with a 
telescope. 

Enjoy scenic excursions 
where you’ll visit:

-  the rings of Saturn, full of 
giant rocks and ice

- giant storms the size of 
Earth

- view 150 moons from the 
comfort of your stateroom

http://www.space-facts.com/saturn/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/agriculture
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Galileo-Galilei


                            Menu

                               Food
Pizza    $3 ,     Soup $2,
Hot dog $2.75,      Hamburger $3,
Spaghetti $2,    Nachos $2,
Sushi $2,         Salad $1.50,  
Grilled cheese sandwich $2.50,   
 

                       Drinks $1
Sprite,   Root beer ,   Coca cola,     Diet coke,
Hot cocoa     Root  beer float
Tea flavors:  peppermint, raspberry, strawberry, 
apple, and Black tea
 

                             Dessert 
   Cinnamon rolls $3,      Cake $2 ,    donuts free, 
  Muffin $2,      Brownie $3.25,          Cupcake $1,                                     
Ice cream sundae  $0.75  but free every sunday 
   

                                    Cruise Price
                             1 day= $700
                             1 week= $4,900 
                             1 month= $19,600                                                                                                                      

               1 year=$235,200

Take a rocket ship 1.2 billion 
kilometers to Saturn,  the Gas 
giant and sixth planet from the 
sun.  The rocket will land on a 
custom-built luxury cruise ship. 
There is no land on Saturn, so 
we’ll cruise the hydrogen & helium 
atmosphere.

Our luxury climate-controlled 
cruise ship will keep you warm 
and comfortable, in spite of the 
outdoor temperature average 
of -140 degrees celsius.  We 
have tennis courts, a swimming 
pool, a basketball court and a 
water park.

                  Facts

- Temperature of -140 
degrees celsius

- Saturn has a diameter 
of 120,536 km. More 
than 700 Earths could 
fit inside Saturn.

- 39.5 Earth years = 1 
Saturn year

- The flattest planet


